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Analysis of Transient Fuel Failure Mechanisms -
Sele^ced ANL Programs

L. W. Deitrich

I. Introduction

Selected analytical programs at Argonne National Laboratory related to

fuel pin failure mechanisms in accident transients are discussed here. For

the present purposes, fuel pin failure mechanisms are taken to be those

phenomena governing loss of structural integrity of the cladding or loss of

pin-like geometry in cases where cladding melts before fuel. Analysis of

fuel-coolant interactions, post-failure fuel transport, channel plugging,

clad irotion, and the like, while important to the complete accident analysis,

are not dealt with here.

Overall, the analytical investigations of fuel pin behavior include

both fuel performance and response to off-normal and accident conditions.

Fuel performance analysis, in general, addresses long-term effects such as

fuel restructuring, gas release, swelling, cracking and crack hetl'.ng,

creep, and hot pressing, plus cladding swelling and wastage. The primary

tool of fuel performance analysis is the LIFE code, various versions of

which have been the subject of published reports.1*2 Steady-state fuel

characterizations, such as provided by LIFE, are essential as initial con-

ditions for the accident transient analysis. In the current version of

the SAS LHFBR accident analysis code system,3 a module called SSFUEL is

used instead of the rather elaborate LIFE code. Calculations of restruc-

turing, swelling, and fission-gas release are done using empirical correla-

tions. This simplified approach seems to be adequate given the adequacy

of the correlations, but available data is limited for high burnup.



Treatment of transient fuel pin mechanics directed at prediction of

loss of cladding structural integrity has led to the DEFORM modules of

the SAS code system. The DEFORM-I module was included in the original

SAS-1A code, and includes a very simple elastic fuel, elastic-perfectly

plastic cladding model with no provision for irradiated fuel. DEFORM-II

was developed to remove some of the restrictions of the DEFORM-I analysis,

primarily those related to behavior of fission gases. The code was used

to analyze transient overpower experiments in TREAT,6'7 but is not incor-

porated into the standard SAS versions. Instead, a simplified model pro-

posed by Smith and Stevenson,8 has been adopted in conjunction with the

SAS/FC1 module.9 Effort in transient fuel pin mechanics modeling is pre-

sently concentrating on assessment of effects not considered previously,

such as crack development, fission product (gas and vapor) release and

redistribution, fission-product-induced fuel swelling, and molten fuel

motion, as well as visco-elastic or plastic behavior of fuel and cladding.

In loss-of-cooling accident situations, it is meaningful to extend the

concept of fuel failure from that of cladding breach to include breakup or

slumping of unclad fuel columns, such that the structural identity of a

fuel pin is lost. Motion of fuel following loss of structural integrity

is presently treated using the SLUMPY10 module of the SAS system. However,

neither the mechanisms of breakup, nor those governing collapse of a column

of partially solid pellets have been treated analytically. Efforts are now

being directed towards modeling the breakup phenomenon.

Mechanical behavior of fuel pins and the associated failure mechanisms

resulting from external loadings have been studied in connection with fuel

element failure propagation. One important area is the response of fuel

pins to external pressure loading such as might result from rapid fission



gas release. Past studies and current efforts in this are^ are

reviewed.

II. Transient Fuel Pin Mechanics

!• Program Objectives

Transient i:uel pin mechanics and prediction of cladding failure

are important features of both power excursion and loss-of-cooling accident

phenomenology. Regardless of the accident analysis application, the funda-

mental requirements are to quantify the condition of the fuel and cladding

throughout the transient and to predict time, location, and nature of clad-

ding failure. This information is needed to assess the gas and fuel

release following cladding failure, and the resultant coolant voiding,

internal and exter.ial fuel motion, and possible cladding motion effects.

All of these effects contribute to reactivity feedbacks and material redis-

tributions, which largely determine the subsequent course of the accident.

The behavior to be tiodel&d is complex, so it is necessary to break the

overall problem down into models of individual phenomena so that the re-

quisite understanding is attained. Such phenomena, as cracking, swelling,

fission-gas release, visco-elasticity and plasticity are required to

describe solid fuel. Motion of molten fuel and the effects of fission

products on its bei.avior must be considered. Visco-elasticity, plasticity,

and structural stability analysis are required to describe the cladding

and its response.

2. Program Status

The DEFORM-I and DEFOHM-II codes are presently operational in the

SAS system; DEFORM-I is included in all versions, while DEFORM-II appears

only in a special developmental version. DEFOKM-II is also operational with

temperature distributions supplied by a modified COBRA-IIIM11 version.



Neither one Is used in routine calculations involving prediction of cladding

failure. The Smith-Stevenson criterion as implemented in SAS/FCI is used

instead. The essential features of each are summarized in Table I.

Application of DEFORM-I is essentially confined to calculation of the

fuel-cladding gap and the deformed dimensions of fuel and cladding used in

transient heat transfer calculations. While stress-strain calculations

are performed, the results are not applied to failure predictions due to the

limited physics of the model. Work on DEFORM-II was initiated to upgrade

the physics of the DEFORM-I treatment, particularly with respect to repre-

sentation of fission gas effects and plasticity of fuel. The code was

designed to operate in the SAS system, but interchanges only temperature

distribution information with other SAS modules. As indicated in Table I,

the fuel treatment was extended to include a fuel plasticity model. Further,

a treatment of fission gas release and its contribution to pressurization of

the molten fuel and cladding loading is included. Fission gas is assumed to

be released from the solid fuel as it melts and to be captured in the region

within the solidus temperature isotherm. A single pressure in the molten

zone serves as a boundary condition at the inner radius of solid fuel. The

elastic-perfectly-plastic cladding representation of DEFORM-I was extended

to include strain hardening and a multiple-ring geometry for DEFOHM-II.

Neither DEFORM-I nor DEFORM-II incorporate specific cladding failure f

criteria. Interpretation of the results in terms of failure is left to |
i

the user. Due to internal priorities, work on development of DEFORM-II \

was suspended in 1973, except for development of a coupling routine12 $
I

enabling DEFORM-II to be used for analysis of TREAT tests with temperature J

idistributions developed by a modified version of COBRA-11IM. i

2s



SUTOAFYOF

CODE

BASIC TREATMENT
OF MECHANICS

FUEL TREATMENT
ELASTIC
PLASTIC
VISCOUS
CRACKING
SWELLING
POROSITY CCMPACTION

FUEL-CLADDING SLIP

CLADDING
ELASTIC
PLASTIC
FAILURE CRITERION

INTERACTION BETWEEN
AXIAL SEGMENTS

CAVITY TREATMENT
GAS BOTTLE
GAS RELEASE
GAS DISPOSITION
PREFAILURE MOTION

5

TABLE I
OPERATIONAL FUEL FAILURE MECHANISM CODES AT

BEFORH
(REF. H)

QUASI-STATIC
ANALYTIC SOUJTIONS.
GEN, PLANE STRAIN

1-D
YES
No
No
No
No
No

COMPLETE

THIN WALL
YES

YES (PERFECT)
USER SUPPLIED

APPROXIMATE

STRENGTHLESS MOLTEN
No

NONE
NONE
No

EEFOm-II
(REF. 5)

QUASI-STATIC,
, ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS

GEN. PLANE STRAIN

M)
YES

YES (STRAIN HARD.)
YES
No
No
No

COMPLETE OR NONE

MULTINODE
YES

YES (STRAIN HARD.)
USER SUPPLIED

rto

FUEL CONST. PRESSURE
YES

THROUGH MELTING
MOLTEN ZONE
No

ANL 1

SMITH-STEVENSON 1
(SAS/FCI) (REFS. 8,9) ?

FORCE BALANCE ON \
FUEL AND CLADDING, \
NO DEFORMATIONS ;

1-D \
No
No
No I

COMPLETE I
No i
No ]

COMPLETE

THIN WALL
No

LOAD> <rULT
No

CONST. PRESSURE
YES ?

THROUGH MELTING j
MOLTEN ZONE i

No {

i



Both versions of the DEFORM code treat elastic or elastic-plastic fuel.

No modeling of cracking is included, which means that the basic assumptions

are only correct if no fuel cracks are present at the inception of the

transient and if stresses in excess of che fracture stress are not developed

before the brittle-to-ductile transition temperature is exceeded. It is

not clear that these conditions are satisfied in general. The Smith-

Stevenson failure model used in SAS/FCI is based on the contrary assumption

that solid fuel is incapable of supporting any tangential stresses (i.e.,

it is fully cracked into sectors of small included angle), and merely

transmits forces from a pressurized central molten zone to the cladding

according to a 1/r dependence. Cladding failure is assumed when the "thin-

wall" hoop stress exceeds a prescribed material ultimate strength. No

deformations are calculated. As implemented in SAS/FCI, the central molten

zone pressure is calculated in essentially the same way as done in DEFORM-II,

with gas released at melting and captured within the molten zone.

3. Results to Date

DEFORM-II has been used to do complete analysis of two in~pile

experiments, tests H36 and H5.7 The calculations of H3 showed, for the

nominal case, a maximum of about 0.27% permanent increase in cladding

outside diameter. Posttest examination of the fuel pin in question showed

no permanent diameter change, within an accuracy corresponding to about

40.1%. Failure did not occur, "%>r was it expected. Table 2 gives the

results of some parameter variations using the code.

Note the high sensitivity of the permanent diameter change to variations 1

in input parameters. Such sensitivity illustrates the difficulty of cor- |

relating fuel pin mechanics analysis to integral experiments. More funda- |

mental understanding is needed. |



CASE

BASE CASE*

1 M I L GAP

hL. = 2 W/CM2-°C

FUEL CONDUCTIVITY
FOR 7% POROSITY

POWER DECREASED
BY 5£

ELASTIC FUEL

TABLE II
DEFORM-II SENSITIVITY

(FRCM REF. 6)

TMAX,FUEL

2700

2700

2615

,/c eEQ,%

0.57

0.39

0.40

STUDIES

MAXIMUM IN CLADDING

^PLASTIC''* ""^ "PLASTIC*

0.31 0.27

0.14 0.10

0.14 0.10

2615

2600

2700

0.47

0.47

0.61

0.22

0.22

0.35

0,18

0.18

0.31

ELASTO-PLASTIC FUEL,, 0.75 MIL RADIAL GAP, H G = 1 W/CM^ °C, CONDUCTIVITY

FOR 11.2% POROSITY, CALIBRATION FACTOR = 1.726 W/G-OXIDE MW TREAT.



Analysis of test H5 provided a test of the capability of DEF0RM-I1 to

predict conditions leading to cladding failure. Elastic fuel was used,

because of numerical difficulty with the plasticity treatment near melting.

Some success was achieved in predicting the time of failure using a Smith-

Stevenson8 failure criterion. The predicted location of failure was just

above the midplane where the melt extent is greatest and the cladding

strength is relatively low. The actual failure occurred somewhat higher

in the pin. Thus, further effort appears required to attain a satisfactory

predictive capability, although improved results might be obtained with a

more accurate representation of cladding ultimate strength.

Behavior of fission gases remaining trapped within the grains of fuel

at steady state has a major impact on the transient fuel pin mechanics. Of

the three mechanisms postulated to be the causes of cladding failure13

(differential thermal expansion, gas-induced fuel swelling, and pressurlza-

tion of cladding due to release of gases), two are intimately related to

fission gas behavior. The FRAS code, developed by Gruber,11* provides a

capability to calculate the rate of release of gas from unrestructured fuel

grains to the grain boundaries and the swelling of grains due to remaining

gases. Two modes of gas bubble migration are considered: random migration

and biased migration. The latter results from the temperature gradient.

Given the transient history of temperature and temperature gradient, a

statistical distribution of intragranular bubble sizes is calculated, based

on bubble migration and coalescence. The bubble mobility and velocity will

determine the release rate. Correlation of the predictions with experiment |

was done by assuming bubble migration occurs by a surface diffusion |

I
mechanism, and assigning an appropriate surface diffusion coefficient.

I



A major result of the analysis and correlation with experiment is that

a large fraction of the intragranular gas is released to grain boundaries

before the fuel melts, for a wide variety of transient conditions. Figure 1

and Figure 2 illustrate the effect. In these graphs, the release fraction

is plotted as a function of fuel temperature for various ramp power increases

and for two different assumptions regarding the heat transfer during the

transient. For Fig. 1, it is assumed that there is no heat transfer within

the fuel, so that the temperature gradient corresponding to the initial

condition is maintained throughout the transient. This situation would be

most closely realized for very rapid heating. The temperature rise is

quadratic with time. For Fig. 2, it was assumed that steady-state heat

transfer obtained, so that the temperature gradient and temperature were

proportional to the power level. This situation would be most closely

realized for very slow heating with cooling maintained. In all cases, the

initial condition assumed was a power level of 328 w/cm (10 kw/ft), a

temperature of 1090°C, and a temperature gradient of 727O°C/cm.

Figure 3 gives gas-release data for four cases taken from analysis of

a loss-of-flow accident in the FTR. The thermal histories are given In Fig. 4.

Table 3 gives numerical data describing these cases. Note that low gradient,

rapidly-heated fuel (channel 8) exhibits relatively low gas release, whereas

much higher release is realized with about the same gradient and less rapid

heating (channel 2). On the other hand, comparison of channel 1 and

channel 3 data shows the strong effect of temperature gradient, in that

comparable release is predicted for heating rates differing by a factor of

10 and gradients differing by a factor of 5.

4. Program Plans

Modeling effort in transient fuel pin mechanics has recently

resumed after being dormant for a time. The present efforts are based on
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TABLE I I I

FRAS RESULTS FOR PRELIMINARY BOC-4 LOF

SAS CHANNEL 1 2 3 8

BURNUP (DAYS) 143 10 181 10

•AVERAGE V T (CYCM) 2,000 500 10,000 400

•AVERAGE DT/DT ( C Y S E C ) 450 300 4,500 U 0 0

FINAL BUBBLE RADIUS (A) 670 388 1,310 205

RANDOM RELEASE (%) 7 20 5 18

BIASED RELEASE (%) 61 100 84 31

I N 2,000-2,500°C RANGE.

•i
,k
-i
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the belief that moat failures of interest result from excessive loading of

the cladding by the fuel or fisBion products, and that the key to improved

failure prediction lies in improved prediction of this loading. Current

effort is underway towards development of capability to calculate develop-

ment of a cracked fuel zone during transients, which will supplant the

present "complete-cracking" treatment of SA.S/FCI and the "no-cracking"

treatment of DEFORM. Initially, development is following from the STRIPE15

code, which treats elastic, perfectly-plastic, and cracked zones of fuel,

as well as elastic-perfectly-plastic cladding. Material behavior studies

related to transient swelling are underway, for application in the new

mechanics code. Similarly, studies related to the representation of

cladding behavior using the "endochronic" theory of Valanis16 are underway.

Significant release of fission gas prior to melting seems to require a

revaluation of models in which all fission gas is released into the molten

zone. Consideration of the behavior of gas on grain boundaries, formation

of interconnected porosity, and movement of gas in the fuel matrix appears

necessary. Similarly, experimental results indicating motion of molten

fuel into cracks in solid fuel should be considered in modeling as a pres-

sure relief mechanism.

Additional capabilities will be necessary for some applications.

Internal notion of molten fuel with accompanying movement of heat sources

is likely to be important in very slow transients. A complete characteriza-

tion of ffiolten fuel containing fission produces is needed to evaluate the

nobility of the fuel and to look for possible foaming, frothing, or separa-

tion of gas from the liquid. Axial motion of fuel relative to cladding

should be Created more mechanistically, especially in view of formation of

fission product compounds in the gap at high bumup. It appears that these
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compounds may produce a lubricating effect on the fuel-cladding contact

under some conditions, but that other compounds may result in locking of

fuel and cladding together near the ends of the fuel pin.1 7 f
III. Mechanics of Unclad Fuel :t

m

1. Program Objectives

In the foregoing discussion, failure was take, to mean failure

of the cladding to contain the fuel and fission products contained within.

In this section, a more general definition is adopted, which includes loss 3

of structural integrity of fuel following loss of cladding constraint. II
Such a situation may be encountered in a loss-of-flow accident in which :jI
power excursions are not induced by voiding prior to significant weakening if

I
of cladding. The objectives of modeling in this situation are to assess the |

behavior of the solid and molten fuel while an integral s jl-.d shell exists, |
I

to predict the loss of integrity of the solid shell, and to predict the sub- §

sequent motion of fuel. In addition, modeling of the fuel when unrestrained a
1

by cladding, and comparison of the results with out-of-reactor tests should |
•li

provide valuable insight into fuel behavior which can be applied to |

1
transient fuel pin mechanics modeling. 1

2. Program Status §

Mechanistic modeling of fuel pin breakup has not been pursued j|

of
until recently in the U.S. program. The present approach10 i s to assume 1

i
that, upon satisfaction of some externally established "slumping" criterion, |

the fuel pin locally breaks up into a uniform, compressible mixture of fuel %

ii
particles, fission gases, steel vapor, fuel vapor, and sodium vapor which | |

fills the entire channel cross section. As additional fuel satisfies the | |

criterion, i t is added to the compressible mixture. Most present calcula- f|

tions are performed assuming that the fuel breaks up when melting begins
f
I
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in unrestructured fuel. Motion following breakup is calculated using the if

SLUMPY module. Based on a very simple model of gas bubble behavior on J|

grain boundaries, Gruber, Bohl, and Stevenson 1 8 have concluded that grain

boundary fracture due to gas expansion is reasonable. However, if gas is ;

released into connected porosity, rather than trapped on grain boundaries, v

Mee k 1 9 has estimated rather modest pressure buildup on the grain boundaries

based on a balance between gas release and loss by flow through a porous

medium. Experimentally, grain boundary separation and fragmentation of

fuel has been observed in transient tests of high-gas fuel samples heated ;;

externally. 2 0 However, recent direct-electrical-heating tests 2 1 using fuel i;

irradiated at intermediate power and previously transient-tested have not

shown this effect; rather, the solid fuel shell underwent swelling and

eventual collapse but without fragmentation. Differences in gas content, :

heating rate, and the presence of molten fuel all are possible contributors

to the different behavior. i

3. Results to Date ;

Modeling of the mechanics of unclad fuel is in the early scoping

stages. Recent studies by Meek have focused on applications of current

tools (SLUMPY, DEFORM-II, FSAS) and simple extensions (flow through a porous

medium model) to scope the overall problem of breakup and subsequent motion.

Details of the calculations are too numerous to mention here. The overall

conclusion is that present methods are not adequate to calculate the problem

in detail and that modeling effort is needed. f

4. Program Plans

Work on a model of the breakup of fuel when the cladding provides ;4

rp,
no constraint to motion is now in the model definition stf.ge. It Is expected :"

t>
r

thac a large-deformation mechanical model of solid fuel, including ""
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visco-elaatic and plastic behavior, and cracking will be needed. Motion of

molten fuel within the solid shell, its motion radially through cracks, and

its action in filling cracks and restoring structural strength will be

included. Entrainment of cladding as it melts will be studied. Fission

product effects on grain boundaries and on grain swelling will be considered.

Many of the models of fundamental materials behavior will be common with

the fuel pin mechanics effort, since the essential difference lies mostly in

the cladding constraint.

IV. Potential Fuel-failure Propagation - Mechanical Effects

Study of pin-to-pin and subassembly-to-subassembly failure propagation

has been a part of fast reactor safety research for some time. Most work

to date has focused on pin-to-pin propagation. An extensive summary of the

work has been published.22 Basically, three mechanisms leading to failure

propagation are examined: fission gas release from a pin failure during

steady-state operation, local flow blockages, and release of molten fuel

from a pin failure at steady-state due to overenrichment. It is concluded

that rapid pin-to-pin propagation is highly unlikely at or near normal

operating conditions because neither fission gas release nor local blockages

are likely to result in excessive heating of the cladding, and even if

molten fuel is released, it is unlikely to lead to failure propagation due

to pressure generation or void growth.

Basically, the assessments of pin-to-pin propagation have examined

mechanissas leading to cladding overheating and those leading to pressure

oulses. From the viewpoint of pin failure mechanisms, the conclusion that

cladding is noc significantly overheated makes it unnecessary to do detailed

analysis of cite overall cladding response, although effects of local con-

centrations of low conductivity or heat generating material and of local
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jet impingements on the thermal stresses are of interest.23 »2<* la Ref. 23,

It is concluded that failure of cladding due only to thermal stresses

resulting from fission gas jet impingement will not occur. However, itef. 24

concludes that, under the very worst conditions, fuel released from one

failed pin and deposited on another could lead to failure due to thermal

stresses. Although no significant pressure pulses are expected, either

due to local release of molten fuel or to rapid fission gas release, it is

of interest to examine the response of a fuel pin to a pressure pulse such

as might be experienced if a pin suddenly ruptured. (Note that such a

breach of cladding has never been observed under reactor-operating conditions.)

The problem is formulated on the basis of establishing a failure

criterion for a thin cylindrical shell subjected to a side-on blast load,

and the extent of the localized deformation to adjacent pins is investigated

by a bending analysis.25 Experiments26 show that thin tubes, subjected to

side-on blast lo£ds, buckle by forming a collapse-hinge at the point of

maximum moment. Sine*; there is a striking similarity between the collapse-

hinge formed by blast and that formed by a statically applied bending

moment, it has been suggested27 that bending of the cylinder generates the

weakness which results in collapse-hinge failure of the cylinder. Due to

bending, the original (circular) cross-section ovalizes, which gives rise

to nonbifurcation instability of the cylinder as a whole. Failure of the

shell is defined if the maximum moment caused by the blast load is equal

to the critical moment which accounts for ovalization.

In Che analysis, the pressure pulse was characterized by the equa-

tion, p = p cos 6 e , where p is the maximum peak pressure, 6 is the

circumferential coordinate of the cylinder (-TT/2 <̂  e <_ n/2), and a and T

are the pressure-decay parameter and time duration of the pulse respectively.

A parametric study of the effect of cylinder support length L and peak

pressure p Q on the generated maximum moment M in the cylinder is shown
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in Fig. 5, where a and t are the mean radius and thickness of the cylinder

respectively, T is the temperature, P is the internal pressure (conservatively

assumed to be zero in the calculation), a was chosen to be 17,500 sec""* for

computation which corresponded to the value of the experimental results

compiled by Boers.26 M is the critical moment induced in the cylinder.

This figure reveals that dramatic decreases in moment exist for a support

length less than 4 in. Beyond this length, the curves level off for p <_ 1000

psi and L < 10 in. (a value of 1000 psi for P approximately corresponds to

2000 psi of plenum pressure of a failed pin). Since the effect of finite

length on ovalization of the cylinder was neglected in the analysis, it is

suspected that the results predicted from the analysis are invalid for support

lengths L <̂  A in. (as shown by dashed lines). For the typical fuel pin

geometries considered here, L is 6 in. A hypothetically high pressure of

1200 psi is also included in the figure, which shews that the maximum

moment will approach very rapidly to the collapse moment for L ̂  10 in.

Figure 6 illustrates how the induced moment M varies for different

fuel-pin radii and temperatures. For a hypothetical peak pressure of

1000 psi and cladding thickness of 0.014 in., no failure (M „ < M ) was
I053C CX.

predicted for 0.08 in. .< a j« 0.24 in. and 70*F <_ T <_ 1500"F. A similar

calculation was also performed for the case of p - 500 psi and t = 0.010 in.,

and no failure was predicted for the same range of temperatures and mean

radii. However, both cases indicate that fuel pin is weaker in resisting

external dynamic pressure loadings at higher temperatures.

In reality, current fuel-pin plenum generally sustain internal pressure

between 330-550 psi toward'the end of their lifetimes. Assume as a conserva-

tive upper limit, for example, a high temperature of 1500*F and a pulse having

a peak pressure of p Q • 500 psi (corresponding to -vlOOO psi plenum of a

failed pin) impinging upon a neighboring fuel pin. If the pressure decay
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parameter a _<_ 4500 sec"1 , then collapse may occur. However, the possibility

of obtaining an oc having this magnitude or less will be quite improbable

in the event of a clad rupture.2
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